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IBM PC/XT/AT and PS/2 Turbo Pascal timing
with extended resolution

NOEL BOVENS and MARC BRYSBAERT
University of Leuven, Leuuen, Belgium

A Turbo Pascal timer with accuracy beyond 1 msec is de
scribed Unlike some previous timers, this one does not interfere
with the time-of-day clock, and works well on an unmodified
IBM PCIXT.

In earlier papers (Brysbaert, Bovens, d'Ydewalle, &
Van Calster, 1989; Heathcote, 1988), Turbo Pascal timers
for the IBM microcomputer have been described that
achieve millisecond accuracy by changing the frequency
of the time-of-day interrupt from 18.2 Hz (55 msec) to
1000.1522 Hz (about 1 msec). The procedure was ini
tially proposed by Biihrer, Sparrer, and Weitkunat (1987).

At about the same time, Graves and Bradley (1987,
1988) published assembly language routines to be called
from BASIC main programs, which achieve extended
resolution by setting the timer chip into Mode 2 and read
ing the BIOS timer fields and the Counter 0 residual
counts. The main advantages of this procedure are that
normal program execution is not interrupted as many
times, and that BIOStime-of-day information is preserved.
Emerson (1988) has proposed a program for the C lan
guage, which has the same advantages, but which works
without compromises only on an AT.

Inspired by Graves and Bradley (1987, 1988) and
Emerson (1988), we present (see Appendix A) a list
of Turbo Pascal (Version 4.0 and 5.0) routines, to be
included in the main program (see Appendix B for
an example).

Timer.inc: The Timer Routines
The procedure timerrnod.Z waits until a time-of-day

interrupt occurs and then changes the timer chip (from
Mode 3) to Mode 2. This change is necessary to access
the residual count (between two interrupts) of the timer
counter chip (whether an Intel 8253 or an Intel 8254).

The proceudre timer.rnod.S restores Mode 3 of the
timer-counter chip.

The function timex is a Turbo Pascal translation of
Emerson's (1988) C-language function. It has the same
characteristics and returns the number of "tocks" (= a
time unit of 53.6381 Jtsec; Emerson, 1988) since the last
"midnight" (i.e., the moment at which the time-of-day
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clock is reset to zero). Insertion of two timex functions
in the program, one before and one after the time inter
val to be measured, yields an estimate of the elapsed time
through subtraction of the first timex function from the
last. Dividing the difference by 18.6435 converts the
"tocks" into milliseconds.

The time needed for the timex function itself can be es
timated by measuring the time between two successive
timex calls. On an IBM XT clone (with a 4.77-MHz pro
cessor clock), 5,000 replications gave a mean interval of
0.358 msec (minimum = 0.322 msec, maximum =
0.697 msec). Thus, millisecond accuracy is obtainable,
and because most systems nowadays have a higher speed,
the data presented here constitute a lower limit.

Compared with Graves and Bradley's (1987, 1988) rou
tines, those in Appendix A have two major advantages.
First, there is no need to use assembly routines, and sec
ond, interrupts during actual time reading are corrected
for. The latter can be explained as follows: Because there
is no way to access the BIOS timer fields and the Coun
ter 0 residual counts exactly at the same time, a time-of
day interrupt can occur in the small time gap between dis
abling the interrupt and latching the timer data, which
leads to an error of ±55 msec. The error can easily be
demonstrated by making a tight loop of two consecutive
time readings. Quite regularly, the elapsed time will
amount to ±55 msec, instead of the normal 0.358 msec
(see above). The problem is solved by a double reading
of the BIOS timer fields in the timex routine and a cor
rection if an interrupt has occurred between both readings.
This correction is not present in the timer described by
Graves and Bradley (1987, 1988) or in a recently pub
lished paper by Crosbie (1989), who presents timer rou
tines quite comparable to ours. Because Crosbie uses a
combination of two Turbo Pascal procedures to start and
stop his timer, the time gap between registering the time
of-day calls and latching the timer counts is quite large
(testing of Crosbie's timer with an XT clone [4.77 MHz
processor clock] showed that the 55-msec error occurred
once out of every 400 readings, on the average).

Compared with Emerson's (1988) C routines, those in
Appendix A have one advantage: The timer can be run
with an Intel 8253 timer-counter chip.

The routines in Appendix A are better than those previ
ously proposed by Heathcote (1988) and Brysbaert et al.
(1989) because they have a greater resolution, they do
not interfere with the time-of-day clock, and they do not
slow down normal program execution.

A Demonstration Program
Appendix B gives a short demonstration program. It

measures the time between the start of a sound and the
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pressing of a key. At the beginning of the program, the
timer must be initialized by the timerrnod.Z procedure.
At the end of the program, the normal situation must be
restored by using the timer.mod.B procedure. Elapsed
time is registered and shown to the subject.
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APPENDIX A
Timer .inc: The Timer Routines

{Must be included in the _in prograa by Ii ee-piler ea-and}

const
TIIIER_O $40;
TIMER_CTRL 143;
SET TIllER 134;
RESET_TIllER 136;
BIOS_SBG 140;
TIllER_LOll 16c;
TIllER HIGH 16e;
TIllER_LATCH 100;

Procedure tiller_1IOd_2;
Var t:byte;
begin

t:=-ea[BIOS SBG:TIMER LOll];
repeat until t () -ea[BIOS SBG:TIIIER LOll];
port [TIIIER_CTRL] :=SET_TIMER; -
port[TIMER_O]:=O;
port[TIMER_O]:=O;

end;

Procedure timer_aod_3;
Var t:byte;
begin

t:=-ea[BIOS_SBG:TIIIER_LOII];
repeat until t () -ea[BIOS SBG:TIIIER LOll];
port[TIIIER CTRL] :=RESET TIMER; -
port [TIMER-O] :=0; -
port[TIMER:O]:=O;

end;

{wait until counter interrupt}
{set timer-chip in Mode 2}

(wait until counter interrupt)
{set tiller-chip in Mode 3}

Function Tiaex:lonqint;
Var nticks1,nticks2:10nqint;

lo,hi,ntocks:word;
begin

inline(lfa);
port[TIMER CTRL]:=TIMER LATCH;
10:= port[TIMER 0]; -
hi:= port[TIMER:O];
nticks1:=-eal[BIOS SBG:TIMER LOll];
inline(lfb}; - -
ntocks:=(hi shl 2} or (10 shr 6);
inline(lfa) ;
nticks2:=meml[BIOS SEG:TIMER LOW];
inline(lfb); - 
ntocks:=NOT{ntocks) and 1023;
if (hi(>O) then timex:=(nticks2 shl 10) or ntocks

else timex:=(nticksl shl 10) or ntocks;
end;

{disable interrupts}
(save residual count)

(read timer counter)
(enable interrupts)

{disable interrupts}
(read timer counter)
{enable interrupts}

(calculate number of)
{tocks}
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APPENDIX B
Demonstration Program

Prograa demonstration;

uses crt;

(Si timer.inc} (include the millisecond timing procedures}
(described in Appendix A}

var ch : char;
tl,t2 : longint;

readkey;

(restore timer-chip in Mode 3}

',lt2-tl)/18.6435:8:1,' lISec');
(give feedback to the subject}

(give signal to the subject}
(get time at the beginning of the interval}

(wait for key-press}
(get time at the end of the interval)

(stop making noise}
(neutralize keypress}

Quit by ESC-key');
(initialize timer)

(wait random delay}
(neutralize possible type-ahead}

while keypressed do ch .
sound(880);
tl := tillex;
repeat until keypressed;
t2 := timex;
nosound;
ch := readkey;
gotoxyI25,10);
writelnl'Elapsed time was

begin
clrscr;
randolllize;
gotoxy( 12,2);
write('Stop the sound by pressing any key.
tilller_IIIOd_2;
repeat
delay(2000+random(1000»;

until ch = chrI27};
timer_mod_3;

end.
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